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Warning - copyright reserved by Feng Shui Bestbuy. The following content on the page is written and owned by Feng Shui Bestbuy. Direct or indirect copying is not allowed without permission. The article was the author and originated by our feng shui scientist. Explaining Tai Sui as the root of Taoism Tai Sui is being called the Grand
Duke of Jupiter or Grand Commander of the Year. Tai Sui's role rotates annually, and he commands all other deities except the Jade Emperor. Tai Sui has always been misunderstood as a punisher giving problems such as failures and catastrophic consequences. In fact, Tai Sui is a divine deity responsible for the common affairs of the
world for a certain year. Heaven will send Him to take care of failures and catastrophic events and provide protection. Possessing great authority and power, he is a deity whom no one dares to offend for fear of diversity. The bliss, health, luck and unhappiness of man are under the care of Him. This actually serves as a reminder to avoid
misdemeanors, take care of health and engage in more benevolent activities and avoid offending Tai Sui, so that misfortune will not strike. He will celebrate the good deeds and misdeeds of the people. The Taoist calendar is organized into a series of twelve earthly branches that rotate according to five elements. The result is a sixty-year
cycle. The Taoists believe that sixty Great Commanders are appointed to command every year, and each with its own characteristics, temperaments, abilities, etc., to rule the years of the 60-year cycle. Tai Sui manages 24 divisional cycles and a Chinese 12 two-hour period per day throughout the year. Each Tai Sui will take turns to take
on the role of Heavenly Divine on February 4 (early spring) every year. Therefore, it is accepted that Chinese people across the world usually throng Tai Sui whiskey to offer prayers after February 4th (usually within 1 month span) and not before. It is also worth noting that another important date to be remembered is the generalized
birthday of all Tai Sui, which is the 19th day of the 7th lunar month. Those who did not pray to Tai Sui at the beginning of the year (the first month of spring) and those who forgot to express their gratitude to the previous Tai Sui at the end of last year can use this day to pay tribute to Tai Sui. Some craftsmen like to attribute Tai Sui to
astronomical studies of how the planet Jupiter orbits around one day for every 12 years of Earth's orbit, passing by each horoscope every year. There are magnetic and energy fields for each star object, and since Jupiter is the largest planet in the solar system, it brings a great impact on our planet Earth. The largest planet among the nine
planets in our solar system. From the gases and helium. Because it is 11 times larger than the planet Earth as it moved, it creates interfering waves that exert magnetic fields on planet Earth. Astrologers divide his path into twelve sectors, from west to east. Therefore, these masters believe that the basis of Tai Sui is connected with the
orbit of Jupiter. From west to east, Jupiter moves counterclockwise, and astronomers have invented an imaginary orbit that moves the other way from east to west to take positions and is called the Star of Sui (Jupiter). So the name of the Great Prince Jupiter appeared. Dou Mu Yuan Jun (Big Dipper Mother of the Northern Stars) If the
horoscope turns out to be in conflict with Tai Sui, it means that the energy and magnetic forces of Jupiter's position this year will bring unstable effects for people born in certain years. Because of these unstable forces, people affected will experience bad luck. In Taoism, the custom of praying to Tai Sui for clemency began centuries ago,
from the days of the Chou dynasty. Addressing the problems associated with Tai Sui, the treatment of Tai Sui Shar and praying Tai Sui have also been a tradition practiced by the Chinese for centuries. You can always visit Taoist temples with 60 statues of Tai Sui together with Du Mu Jun (Big Dipper Mother of the Northern Stars) to see
for yourself how important it is that this ancient practice continues to this day. A general view of the shrine 60 Tai Sui with Du Mu Yuan Jun in the center. This photo was taken while we were researching Taoism at the world's most famous Taoist research center in Hong Kong. Tai Sui of the year 2017 is Grand General Tan Jie Tai Sui for
Ding You Year of the Rooster 2017 is Grand General Tan Jie. He will take the role of Tai Sui on February 3, 2017 at 23:36 hours (this is the time when the Sun reaches a position that is 315 degrees of celestial longitude). This corresponds to the 7th day of the 1st lunar month. Besides some zodiacs associated with it, those whose
Chinese names are having the same blows as his will also offend him and will suffer from an emotional set of backs due to pressure, litigation, illness, quarrel and struggle. Tai Sui Great General Tang Jie was born in An Xiang during the Tang Dynasty. Practicing martial arts from a young age, he won a military position in the imperial
palace. Although he was a strong man by nature, this did not prevent him from being a humble, kind and helpful person. He was proud of his village for his ability to solve many village issues and pass the imperial exam. He was responsible for the triad in the southern provinces. He led an army to calm enemies and killed 58 bandits in a
place known as the Peach Ridge. It was easy for him to claim victory, and the emperor awarded him a robe and silver. Since then he has been revered for his actions and merits. His image he holds a spear in his right hand, which translates to a year of military conflict between the countries. International issues will be resolved through
battles and wars, not peace talks. Potential war may be raging in some parts of the world. Grand Duke Tai Sui's plaque Displaying Grand Duke Tai Sui plaque at home is a common method of recognizing Tai Sui's goodwill as the Heavenly Divine, which is responsible for the year. It is also a way to pay deep respect for the deity and seek
blessings from Him. Tai Sui of the year always brings virtue and good views, and promises divine help when necessary. It protects against resentment against him and cultivates his support in all our daily endeavors, for health, wealth, love, peace and happiness. This is a popular Taoist method of calling His Guardian and protection.
Those whose zodiacs are at odds with Tai Sui are the ones who will have to show the plaque to Tai Sui's home, especially those who live in areas where they are unable to perform their prayers at the Tai Sui Temple. The zodiacs face controversy with Tai Sui to be further discussed below. Those facing disagreements may face serious
unhappiness if they are not properly corrected. The Tai Sui memorial plaque is usually displayed in the position/direction of Tai Sui. However, if Tai Sui's direction is in the toilet, bedroom or pantry, then it will be more appropriate for a plaque to be displayed in the direction of Tai Sui in the living room or family room. For those who have a
Buddhist or Taoist prayer altar at home, a plaque can be displayed at the altar of worship. Remember that Tai Sui should always be treated with great respect. West 2 and East 2 will be hit by Tai Sui Shar Chi Position, where Tai Sui's team is not happy but misfortune will befall. It is recommended to avoid its position of finding and the
opposite direction. Tai Sui's position in 2017 is in the West 2 in the range of 262.6 to 277.5 degrees. The direction opposite where it sits will be East 2 in the range of 82.6 to 97.5 degrees. This direction will have geographically negative magnetic fields (shar-chi) that cannot be explained scientifically. If you are negotiating, you can take
advantage of this effect by sitting in the west and facing to the east. Then your opponent will face the west and in front of Tai Sui. So you will always be in a winning position. The traditional use of Pi Yao in this area will greatly contribute to the appeasement of Tai Sui. Pi Yao is a powerful celestial being that is known to absorb all the bad
vibrations caused by the neural singo insulting Tai Sui, for example, if you cut down a tree, dug a hole, hammered a nail or inevitably broke the corner of Tai Sui. Over the years of gathering information, we have finally found the most effective soothe Tai Sui with some additional properties traditional treatment. When treated with Pi Yao, it
should look to pronounce and not be hidden from view. And there has to be a metal element involved. Metal here refers to real gold and strong metal. And the secret of the treatment is that Tai Sui Mantra must accompany Pi Yao for maximum efficiency. This actually refers to the set of Chinese spell Tai Sui. This mantra has been used for
centuries to help overcome Tai Sui's wrath. This year we have redesigned the new 24 Mountains of Pi Yao, which includes 24 mountain slabs. 24 The mountain slab is essential to force the alignment of the space treatment forces to collide with the affected direction, especially useful for those who are not good at the accuracy and
accuracy of the compass direction. Remember that the directions of Tai Sui and Sui Po cover only 15 degrees each, and it is very easy to make mistakes with your placement; Perhaps due to the instability of your compass during placement or an unknown shift item collide after a few months. With a 24 mountain cooker, even if Pi Yao's
direction faces running a bit out of the actual 15 degree range, it will work effectively as long as you place Pi Yao to collide according to the intended direction (one of the 24 directions shown on the 24 mountain slab. Please also note that there should be no construction, excavation, excavation, or excavation carried out in the WEST sector
of your home, including repairs. If this sector is disrupted, those in the house will have a tough year ahead with a lot of arguments and illnesses. This includes chopping wood. When activities are carried out in the direction of Tai Sui, it is considered a challenge to his authority, and most likely there will be a petrified reaction. If you don't
have a choice other than a serious need to work in this area, then avoid starting and ending at WEST. You can start in other sectors rather than before you start west. The zodiacs face a disagreement with Tai Sui are ROOSTER, RABBIT, HORSE, RAT, MONKEY and DOG To check for which the zodiac one is born underneath, you will
need to follow the lunar calendar. There are many zodiacs in disagreement with Tai Sui in 2017 and they are ROOSTER, RABBIT, HORSE, RAT, MONKEY and DOG. Disagreements (in descending order of gravity) are also called Conflicting Tai Sui, Offend tai sui, Torture Tai Sui, Harming Tai Sui, Breaking Tai Sui and Damage Tai Sui,
which we will discuss in more detail in the following paragraphs. Conflict /Confrontation Tai Sui - RABBIT conflicts Tai Sui in 2017. This means that RABBIT confronts Tai Sui directly from the opposite direction, as in the counter position with Tai Sui. Remember that no one can win a fight with Tai Sui because he will be the winner of the
wrestler of the year. This kind of energy conflict All. It implies high risk, crisis, inconsistency in fate and difficulties in all aspects. Problems associated with such disagreements, such as the death of a close family member, accidents, injuries, death, hospitalization, loss of money, bankruptcy, demotion and loss of employment. There will
also be possible changes in love relationships, so you need to exercise caution. Thus, RABBIT should consider donating its blood and doing more charity in 2017. Insult Tai Sui - ROOSTER insults Tai Sui in 2017. The seriousness of offending Tai Sui will be considered as the 2nd to the conflicting Tai Sui. Those who insult Tai Sui will feel
weak all year long and suffer from a bad mood that leads to bad human relations. They often get sick, injured, pessimistic, feel restless and suffer from love problems. Therefore, you need to exercise regularly and eat nutritiously. One should also not stay away for late nites, because a lot of evil can happen to one when luck is not good.
Torture Tai Sui - ROOSTER again tortures Tai Sui in 2017. With the torture of Tai Sui, a year of spells is not a good harvest. There will be many conflicting problems from which they suffer. Gossip, scandals, disharmony, badmouthing, emotional instability and bad relationships with people will be the norm at work, and even hard work
doesn't pay off well in the end. The crisis after the crisis will take place. Crisis involves troubles, obstacles, investment failures and bloody failures. So it won't be a fruitful year for those who torture Tai Sui. The whole year will be just wasted. It's best to stay in the shadows. They can also learn to meditate and pick up some spiritual paths.



Injury Tai Sui - DOG harms (pokes) Tai Sui in 2017. It just means incompatibility. When Tai Sui is hurt, one will not do well simply because they can't get in touch well with the rest of the eleven other zodiacs. They can't get along with anyone, always in confrontation mode and face difficulties at work. Their image will become tarnished and
this will be a major drawback for those who are in politics, show business, business and make sales. Gossip and troublemakers galore makes them hard to focus on getting more important things done. Violation of Tai Sui - RAT breaks Tai Sui in 2017. This misfortune will lead to your life going awry and behaving erratically. Although this is
the easiest misfortune, it cannot be ignored by all means, otherwise it will be increased to become bad. The slightest mistake will bring financial losses. For example, one is going to get fines for speeding, fined for driving under the influence, being investigated by the authorities for offenses, etc. be particularly tactful and careful in 2017.
Damage to Tai Sui - Also known as punishment punishment HORSE and MONKEY damage to Tai Sui in 2017. Tai Sui's damage damage damages each other. They will face obstacles after obstacles in all endeavours, especially those related to human relationships. About 80% of plans will suffer setbacks, damages and losses. Those
who have the following year of birth are strictly forbidden to attend funerals, funerals and visits to the sick. Refrain from participating or even better avoid attending any at all if you are able to politely justify yourself from it. Otherwise, you will absorb the negative energies that are present, which can have far-reaching consequences for your
well-being and progress throughout the year: 1. RABBIT 2011, 1975, 1951 2. ROOSTER 1993, 1933 3. HORSE 2002, 1966, 1942 4. RAT 1984 zodiac in disagreement with Tai Sui also can not marry in 2017. Some old masters even forbid them to make repairs and move house. Traditionally, these zodiacs in disagreement with Tai Sui will
have to pray for his blessings after February 3, 2017 with the transition time of 23:36 hours. Traditionally, those who live in cities that do not have the Temple of Tai Sui, they will carry along the Grand Duke Sharm (Tai Sui Talisman) and Pi Yao. The charm of the Grand Duke neutralizes the effect of the magnetic field on the person
concerned, protecting from chance and promising better safety. Pi Yao will calm Tai Sui, help in a difficult situation and help get a smoother trip throughout the year with more useful people, less troublemakers and getting more peaceful years. It is also a method that can be used if it goes against religion on the worship of Tai Sui. The new
2017 Grand Duke of Sharm (Tai Sui Talisman) provides powerful protection and protection against many dangers from the Grand Duke of Jupiter (Tai Sui). We have specially perfected it to include a genuine current year Tai Sui Mantra on it for genuine protection. This protective talisman also combines 5 more powerful symbols of Tai
Sui's defense; namely the symbol of Longby, Pi Yao, the image of the year Tai Sui and a few happy fans to blow away the misfortune. This charm protection is best carried together and hung in them by a private bedroom, workplace and car to protect against failure. It is also worth taking note that you can carry around Amulet Pi Yao at
Abacus, and he will answer all calls, especially when one is facing a tough and very difficult period of time and have nothing else that could help. It provides great power in clearing obstacles and inviting wealth from endless resources. It will offer special attention and help because it has the wonderful and incredible energy to solve the
great difficulties experienced. When a man was in great trouble and feeling helpless or suicidal, and everything else could not should quickly resort to Pi Yao to alleviate the problems. They will help eliminate disasters, bring luck, good luck in a career and auspice. It will resolve and eliminate potential conflicts, accidents or natural
disasters. Summary: Who needs what medicine? 1. Tai Sui Plate: All those who are zodiacs in disagreement with Tai Sui and all the houses facing the west. Protecting the house. Get Tai Sui to be by your side. 2. Tai Sui Talisman: All those who are zodiacs in disagreement with Tai Sui should carry an amulet. Protection outdoors. Get Tai
Sui to be by your side. 3. 24 Mount Pi Yao: All houses must be exhibited in the directions of Tai Sui and Sui Po. Annual home protection and good views. 4. Pi Yao Amulet: All those who are zodiacs in disagreement with Tai Sui. Drawing good luck. State.
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